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180,000 men, half of them prisoners of war, 1,200 guns, and
large quantities of war material, and a wide area of ground over
3,000 square miles in extent, which included all and more than
had been captured with so much pain and labour during the
long drawn-out struggle on the Somme eighteen months before.
It was not, though all but, a disaster; but it was the heaviest
defeat British troops had suffered since Cornwallis' surrender
at Yorktown in 1781 had lost us our American colonies, whose
sons were now hurrying overseas in force to fight beside their
then enemies, now their brothers-in-arms.
Yet this was not the end of our tale of misfortune. Four
days after the last attack before Amiens, the front of Home's
First Army in Flanders was broken into at Neuve Chapelle,
where a weak Portuguese division was holding it. So rapid
was the enemy advance that though all our available reserves
were at once put in, they were too late to fill the gap, and only
the heroic defence of Givenchy prevented the mischief extending
as far to the south as it did to the north along fhe Second Army
front. Within forty-eight hours we had gone back five miles;
Armentieres, Estaires and Messines were lost, and the enemy
was still pressing on. On the i3th our line in the Ypres salient,
in order to economise troops, had to be brought back to that
held before the costly Passchendaele offensive ; further south the
important junction of Hazebrouck was in grave peril, nor was
Foch prepared to send up any large portion of French reserves
from the south to our aid. Not till the igth was there a
pause in the incessant pounding against our front, which by
then had been successfully buttressed by fresh troops, including
a French contingent, which garrisoned Kemmel hill. On the
25th the Germans suddenly renewed their attack ; the hill was
lost, and for a short space our line appeared to, have been
completely shattered ; but the threatening hostile advance was
checked, and though we were unable to regain the lost ground,
the battle drew to its final end, Ludendorff, who had always
considered the offensive rather as a diversion than as a serious
effort, deciding that it should be pushed no further. It had
cost the war-worn B.E.F. another 80,000 casualties, making a
total of over 230,000 for the six weeks from March 2ist to the
end of April. The French losses in the same period were some
90,000, and those of the Germans not far off the Allied total.
There now followed a quiet period, while the enemy, who
still retained the power to attack when and where he would,
meditated his next plan and pushed forward the necessary
preparations. This time the French were his victims, but five
British divisions, sent to the supposedly quiet Chemin des
Dames sector for a rest, were involved in the debacle which

